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Editors – BioMed Central

Re: Comments to reviewer(s) regarding the manuscript entitled: “Public health education: A report from Mosul and a plan for change”

Dear Editors:

I am submitting comments to the reviewer(s) and modifications to the aforementioned manuscript for consideration in the BioMed Central Journal.

Reviewer Comments:
All reviewer comments have been addressed and modified.

- Please spell out the acronym HEAD (page 6) the first time it is used.
- Please be consistent in capitalizing the word, “internet”.

Formatting Changes:
All formatting changes have been addressed and completed.

- “Title & Abstract- Please ensure these are identical in the manuscript and in the submission system.”  
  ➢ This has been corrected, reviewed and modified. See page 1 and submission system.
- Title-Please use sentence case in the title, both in the manuscript file and the submission system.
  ➢ This has been corrected. See page 1 and submission system.
• Affiliations-Each affiliation should be written in full and provided in the correct format.
  ➢ This has been corrected. Dr. Kathie Stromile Golden’s information has been updated.
• Abstract-Abstracts must be structured into Background, Methods, Results, Conclusions.
  ➢ This has been updated, however given this is a commentary there are no results therefore this heading has been left out.
• Manuscript sections-Background, Discussion, Conclusions, List of abbreviations, competing interests, Authors’ contributions, Acknowledgements, References
  ➢ This has been updated, however given this is a commentary there are no results therefore this heading has been left out.
• Word count- Please remove this from the manuscript.
  ➢ This has been removed.
• Author’s contributions formatting.
  ➢ This has been formatted as requested.

Thank you for the opportunity to respond to the reviewer’s comments and if I can provide additional information, please let me know.

Sincerely,

Gail D. Hughes, DrPH, MPH
Assistant Professor and Epidemiologist
Corresponding Author